The CP-violating difference between the partial decay rates of a particle and antiparticle depends on final-state interactions. A general formalism is presented for calculating this difference based on CPT invariance and unitarity. Applications are given to 8 decays and the formalism is compared to the standard method using penguin graphs.
states with strangeness S= -1, C and U. The states C contain two charmed particles plus a strange particle while the states U contain a strange particle but no charm. The CP-violating rate difference is a, = r(E7 c) -r(a c) 
The corresponding equations for B to U and B to C& are given by changing (u"v") to (v, *, u").
The CP-violating rate difference is then given as in Eq.
(8):
The standard method of calculation for our example is to consider that U and C are given by the final quark configurations of Eqs.
(1 la) and (1 lb) plus the spectator quark. The matrix t is then evaluated using the onegluon-exchange process u+u~~c+c .
Adjoining this on-shell one-gluon-exchange graph to the tree graph of Eq. (5) "T"+u"P, e '+v, P2=(v"T")e +u"P, +v, P2 .
The phase 6 is equivalent to that in Eq. (13a). The problem is that the rescattering phase 5 does not occur in the last two terms. To get this Gerard and Hou find it is necessary to add the absorptive part of two-loop diagrams as shown in Fig. 2 
Here T", T, come from the tree graphs and the P's come from the penguin graphs. The phases in the penguin terms arise from the absorptive parts. The quantity U, has been eliminated using the unitarity of the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix u, = - (v"+u, ) .
The final-state-interaction effects proportional to sin+2 and sinai correspond to those included in Eqs. (13a) To obtain b Us [which must equal ( -b, sU )] we must now add to Eq. (2la) the absorptive part of a two-loop graph (Fig. 3) involving an ss loop. Thus b, sz appears as (absorptive part of penguin v"Ps,a5) X(penguin v, Ps2), whereas AU+ appears as (tree v"T")X(absorptive part of two-loop graph) . Both of these are described by the one Eq. (19a) provided t z is calculated from the one-gluon-exchange process u +u~~+s. The correspondence is explained in Fig. 3 To extend our approach we label the exclusive state U1 This appears to be a hard way to get rid of terms that never should have been included in the first place. Note also that in our treatment it is not necessary to treat the interactions responsible for 5 perturbatively as it is in the penguin approach.
Questions have been raised as to the accuracy of using the absorptive part of penguin graphs to calculate finalstate interactions; that is, using the one-gluon-exchange processes to describe the final-state S matrix. We will not pursue this question here. However, it is useful to note that the process (16a) 
